SATURDAY 2 MAY 2015
Sala Congressi Santo Volto Torino

INTERNATIONAL CENTER OF SINDONOLOGY
ANNUAL MEETING

UPDATE ON MAIN ISSUES ABOUT
THE HOLY SHROUD OF TURIN

At 14.00

the meeting will offer an opportunity to listen:

Gianmaria Zaccone  Role of historical research
Nello Balossino  Tamburelli and computer research
Rainer Riesner  The family of Jesus in Edessa
Flavia Manservigi  The flagella of the Vatican Museums
Paolo di Lazzaro  The coloration of linen fabrics by UV radiation
Bruno Barberis  Hypothesis on image formation
Marzia Boi  Role of palynology on studies of the Shroud
Alfonso Sanches Hermosilla  Compatibility between Sudario of Oviedo and the Holy Shroud
Paola Jacomussi  The color of the Shroud

At 19.00

a dinner buffet will be offered by C.I.S. to participants

A 21.00

celebration of Holy Mass the reserved for participants in the Cathedral, with the passage in front of the Holy Shroud